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REAL ESTATE MARKET MONITORING
H1 2012
Summary
During Q2 2012 the primary market of apartments increased
by three new properties. All in all, 9 apartment complexes entered
the market since the beginning of the year. By the end of June
2012, approx 142.6 thous. sq.m. were offered in 25 complexes in
the primary market of apartments. The growth of supply volume in
this segment for H1 posted about 30%. The average ruble price in
the primary market of apartments was 12.7% up by the results of
Q2 2012 and amounted to 329, 080 rub. per sq.m. The dollar price
gained 1.9% and reached $10, 130 per sq.m. The ruble price increased by 12.6% and the dollar price grew by 9.5% for H1.

According to Rosstat data, 15.8 mln. sq.m. of residential
premises were introduced to the market within the territory of the
Russian Federation. The Krasnodar Kray became the leader by
delivery volumes for the first five months of 2012. The Moscow
region took the second place and the Tatarstan Republic ranked
third—0.91 mln. sq.m.
In Moscow, according to preliminary data, 630 thous. sq.m.
were introduced to the market for H1 2012, which was 28%
lower than the last year indices.
By the results of Q2 2012, the supply volume in the primary
market increased almost by 20% and amounted to 1.1 mln.
sq.m. (taking into account apartments and elite new buildings1)
or 237 properties.

In H1 2012, the elite primary market was actively increasing by
new properties, as the result, the supply volume in this segment of
the market increased by one third. The main growth was observed
in Q2. All in all, 7 new properties entered the market since the
beginning of the year. By the end of H1 2012 the supply volume in
the elite primary market of Moscow amounted to 1, 030 flats in 41
complexes (about 190 thous. sq.m.). Elite residential space buyers’ activity was at the high level by the end of H1 2012. The average price in the elite primary market settled at the level of $19, 050
(619.1 thous. rub.) by the end of June 2012. In the secondary market flats were offered at the price of about $23, 940 (778.1 thous.
rub.) per sq.m. By the results of H1 the average dollar prices
posted 0.5-1.5% growth and the ruble prices—2.5-3.5% growth.

During H1 2012 more than 40 new properties (residential
houses, buildings in the structure of RC) entered the market,
which is the maximum indicator for the post-crisis period. New
supply volume reached almost 430 thous. sq.m., almost 40% of
which belong to the business class segment, 25% of new supply—comfort class residential space, 20% - elite, a little bit more
than 10% - economy class share, the rest 6% - apartments
(business and elite class).
At the beginning of 2012 the demand for residential space in
Moscow was at the high level, characteristic of the active market. According to Rosreestr administration data, 44 382 transactions with residential real estate were registered in the capital in
H1 2012. A number of registered deals displayed growth versus
the indices of 2011, nevertheless, the paces of this growth (+5%
versus H1 2011) fall behind the pre-crisis ones, which is indicative of the fact that the market is going through the main recovery stage. The main growth, as in 2011, took place due to the
development of mortgage lending: the increase of transactions
with mortgage turned out to be much more considerable than
the total increase of a number of deals.

During H1 2012 the fluctuations of the elite rental market suffered seasonal factors. Still, the demand was stably high during
the whole period. By the results of H1 2012 the average level of
rental rate constituted $8, 400 per flat per month, reaching the
level of the indices of the end of 2011. The decline for Q2 constituted 2.3%, the growth for the year posted 1.2%.
Activity of elite cottages market was high during the past period. However, the main peak was observed at the beginning of
the year. The demand was high during the whole period. By the
results of H1 2012, the average level of rental rate in the elite
countryside rental market reached the index of $16, 500 per house
per month. The growth for H1 constituted 3%, the annual growth
reached 14%.

The average supply price in the primary market by the results of Q2 2012 reached 189, 772 rub. per sq.m. (exclusive of
elite segment, apartments and townhouses), the equivalent in
dollars—$5, 840 per sq.m. The decline of ruble price versus Q1
posted –1.6% in rubles, minor growth at the level of +2.6% is
observed since the beginning of the year. The dynamics of the
average price in dollars (-11% versus Q1 and +2% versus the
beginning of the year) is conditioned by tangible weakening of
ruble rate against dollar.

The trend of supply volume growth is preserved in the primary
market of the Moscow region - new offers appeared at 193 addresses in Q2 2012 (16% of the total number of new buildings in
supply), and the supply volume, as of the end of June 2012
amounted to 1 184 houses (the increase for Q2 2012—11%),
where approximately 39 980 flats were displayed (the increase
versus March 2012 - 9%).

In H1 2012, the growth of the average price at the level of
0.5-2% per month was observed in the secondary residential
market of Moscow. For six month the average ruble price gained
7% and settled at the level of 200 thous. rub. per sq.m. (with
account of elite segment).

Facing official inclusion of the south-west territories into the
structure of the capital, many developers accelerated the beginning of implementation of residential projects in New Moscow.
Such large complexes as RC “Maryino Grad”, RC “Nikolin Park”,
RC “Moskva A101”, RC “Tatyanin park”, with the total aggregate
area of more than 1 mln. sq.m., entered the market in Q2 2012.

The dollar price gained 10% for Q1 2012, however, it decreased in Q2 under the influence of exchange rate.
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Summary
No tangible shifts in the price situation took place in the countryside residential real estate market in H1 2012. A fluctuating
dynamics is still taking place in several projects: an average price
level is gradually growing in the most in-demand settlements, and
the decline of prices is observed in less successful projects, including the fully completed ones (in most cases within the framework of special promo actions and programs). In H1 2012, the
average supply prices in the countryside residential real estate
market turned out to be the following: the price for 1 sq.m. of a
cottage (with account of the price of land) in elite settlements constituted $3, 330, in economy class settlements it constituted $1,
580.

Upon the activization of construction activity and the increase
of supply volumes, a high level of buyers’ demand is preserved,
which finds reflection in the price dynamics. The average level of
prices in new buildings of the Moscow Region in ruble equivalent
gained 3% and reached 71, 400 rub. per sq.m., therefore, exceeding the pre-crisis index by 4%. And against weakening of
the national currency against dollar in American currency (2, 172
$ per sq.m.) the decline was recorded at the level of 8%.
In H1 2012, buoyancy was observed in the countryside real
estate market. Economy class projects prevailed in the structure
of new supply, the share of settlements without building contracts remained considerable. Nevertheless, premium class settlements also entered the market, the most interesting of which
included: high-budget settlements Fortops in the Kaluzhskoe
highway (from the developer of ”Olympic village Novogorsk”,
“Khimki Group”), Berestovo Club in the Novorizhskoe highway
(townhouses, Villagio Estate); the project of complex development of territories “Zagorodny kvartal” (111 ha, developers RDI
Group and Limitless), “Pestovo Life” project (OPIN company),
“President club” complex in the Rublevo-Uspenskoe highway
(large-scale project within the territory of 450 ha will be implemented by Olympic City), etc.

Buyers’ interest towards high-budget countryside real estate
increased in H1 2012: a number of incoming requests to Blackwood Company for the past period exceeded the analogous index
of the last year by 30%.
Novorizhskoe and Rublevo-Uspenskoe directions remain traditionally in-demand directions (34% and 24% of requests respectively). The strengthening of Novorizhskoe direction leadership in
H1 2012 is worth mentioning, it is an objective reflection of its active organized countryside development.
If in the analogous period of the previous year the majority of
requests were for houses measuring 301-400 sq.m., then in H1
2012 the demand shifted towards the houses measuring 401-500
sq.m. (33%) on the land plots of 15-20 and 21-30 sotkas. And the
most in-demand purchase budget is still the segment of up to $1.5
mln.

All in all, approx 33 new settlements entered the market in
H1 2012. A mid-distance belt (15-30 km from MKAD) is under
the most active development. Stably growing share of townhouses in the newly delivered projects is worth mentioning: this
format of supply is presented in nine new settlements.
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Russia. Moscow region. Residential construction
Dynamics of residential construction volumes in Russia

The volumes of residential space delivery in H1 2012 on the
whole correspond to the analogous indices of the previous
years. For the period of January-May 2012*, 15.8 mln. sq.m. of
residential space were introduced to the market according to the
Rosstat data, which exceeded the volumes of 2011 by 3.7%.
The plan of residential space delivery in Russia in 2012 (67
mln.sq.m.), therefore, turns out to be implemented by 24%,
which also repeats the dynamics of the previous years—the
main volumes, as a rule, are delivered by the end of the year.
The Krasnodar Kray became the leader by the delivery volumes for the first five month of 2012. 1.51 mln. sq. m. of residential space were delivered here. The Moscow Region took the
second place with 1.48 mln. sq.m. of delivered residential space,
the Republic of Tatarstan followed—0.91 mln. sq.m. Moscow
took the 12th position in this rating. 334 thous. sq.m. of residential space were delivered in the capital by the results of JanuaryMay 2012. All in all for H1 2012, according to the preliminary
data of Mosgorstroynadzor, 630 thous.sq.m. were delivered,
which was 28% lower than the previous year indices and
amounted to 25% of the plan (2.5 mln. sq.m., 632 thous. sq.m.
of them were on the city order). Despite considerable decline of
construction paces growth, by the end of the year the planned
volumes may still be introduced to the market.

Source: Rosstat

Monthly residential space delivery volumes in Russia, 2007-12

However, it is worth mentioning that the growth of delivery
volumes will hardly take place in the short-term. In the construction sphere the Moscow authorities’ priorities are placed on social and transport infrastructure, a number of bans are imposed
on new residential construction. Besides, in future, a considerable share of new construction will be represented by construction within the adjacent since July 1 2012 territories of Moscow.
Currently, according to Mosgorstroynadzor data, the territory of
“New Moscow” has obtained the permission for the construction
of 5 mln. sq.m. of residential space.

Source: Rosstat

* - the latest available data as of the date of the overview issue

Leaders among the RF constituent entities by the construction of residential houses in January-May 2012, thous. sq.m.

Source: Rosstat
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Moscow. Supply

Supply structure of new buildings by AD of Moscow,
June 2012

During H1 2012, more than 40 new properties (residential
houses, buildings in the structure of RC) entered the primary
market of Moscow, which is the maximum index for the postcrisis period. For comparison, 34 properties entered the market
in H1 of the previous year. The volume of new supply by the
results of H1 2012 amounted to almost 430 thous. sq.m., almost
40% of which accounted for the business class segment, 25% of
new supply—comfort class residential space, 20% - elite class
residential space, a little bit more than 10%—the share of economy class, the rest 6% - apartments (business and elite class).

Source: Blackwood company data

Supply structure in the secondary market by AD of Moscow,
June 2012

The majority of new projects entered the market during the
second quarter of 2012 (see the Spreadsheet below). For this
period the supply volume gained almost 20% and amounted to
1.1 mln. sq.m. (including apartments and elite new buildings1) or
237 properties.
New business class projects, within the framework of which
the sales started during the period under consideration, included
RC “Mosfilmovsky” (Ramenki district, the developer is GC MonArch), within the framework of which more than 180 thous. sq.m.
of residential space are planned for construction. Another interesting project, increasing business class supply, is RC
“Tayezhniy” (the developer is First Construction Trust). A residential complex located in the North-East in Losinoostrovsky
district includes a low-rise house for 19 apartments and 11 townhouses.

Source: Blackwood company data

Promstroyinvest (Mospromstroy) company builds “Zeleny bor”
mcr., the total residential area of which constitutes about 100
thous. sq.m. Currently, 1 building for 126 apartments is presented
for sale.
Several large projects entered the market in the economy class
segment: the sales started in “Bolshoe Kuskovo” residential complex (the developer is PIK GC) in the capital district Perovo and in
“Nekrasovka-park” RC in the area of Nekrasovka of SEAD (the
developer is “Leksikon Development).

Comfort class segment supply was enlarged by a mcr.
”Zeleny bor” located in Zelenograd administrative region. It is
worth mentioning that the supply in this region in the primary
market is limited due to the fact that the construction of residential space here aims predominantly the solution of social goals.

Some economy, comfort and business class properties delivered to the market in Q2 20121
Name

Developer

Class

AD

Region

Michurinsky prosp. bld. 18 А

Mcr. “Michurinsky”

Glavmosstroy

business

WAD

Ramenki

Material of
walls
Monolith

8, Taezhnaya str., bld. 1

Taezhny

PST

business

NEAD

Losinoostrovsky

Monolith

Mosfilmovskaya/Vinnitskaya, bld. 5, 6

Mosfilmovsky

GC MonArch

business

WAD

Monolith

11, Elevatornaya str., bld. 1-4

Mcr. “Tsaritsino”

OJSC “MKH”

comfort

SAD

1, 3, Melnikova str., bld. 2
23, Kadomtseva proezd

-

Promstroyinvest
Promstroyinvest

comfort
comfort

SEAD
NEAD

Ramenki
Birulevo Vostochnoe
Yuzhnoportovy
Rostokino

Monolith
Monolith

11, Radio str. bld. 2304, Zelenograd

Mcr. “Zeleny Bor”

Promstroyinvest

comfort

ZelAD

Krukovo

Monolith

Fili-Davidkovo mcr. 1, 2, bld. 14

Triumfalny quarter

FCSR CJSC

comfort

WAD

Fili-Davidkovo

Monolith

36, Kirovogradskaya str., bld. 1, 2

Zeleny bereg

Yuit Citystroy

comfort

SAD

74, Kashirsjoe highway

RC “Vanil”

RC “Vanil”

comfort

SAD

economy

EAD

Address

66, Perovskaya str., bld. 5, 6
Lukininskaya str., bld. 9АB
Luberetskie aeration fields, q.4, bld. 1,
6

Bolshoe Kuskovo

GC PIK
GC PIK

economy

WAD

Leksion Development

economy

SEAD

Nekrasovka

Source: Blackwood Company data
1

Perovo
NovoPeredelkino

Nekrasovka-park

Chertanovo Central
MoskvorechieSaburovo

- information concerning elite class properties and apartment complexes is presented in the corresponding sections
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Moscow. Demand
Number of registered deals, Moscow

At the beginning of 2012 the demand for residential real estate in Moscow was at the high level, characteristic of the active
market. According to the Rosstat administration in Moscow, 44
382 transactions with residential real estate were recorded in the
capital for H1 2012.

Monthly dynamics

A number of registered deals displayed the growth versus
the indices of 2011, nevertheless, the paces of this growth (+5%
versus H1 2011) fell behind the pre-crisis paces, which was indicative of the fact that the market is going through the main
recovery stage.
The dynamics of transactions within the framework of half a
year turned out to be positive—the growth of concluded deals
posted 25% versus Q1 (19 724 transactions were recorded in
Q1 and 24 658 transactions in Q2 of the current year).

Quarterly dynamics

The main growth, as in 2011, took place due to the development of mortgage lending: the increase of deals with mortgage
turned out to be much more tangible than the general increase
of a number of deals. In H1 2012, 14 159 transactions with participation of mortgage lending were concluded (including 6 078
transactions in Q1 2012 and 8 081 transactions in Q2 2012).
The share of deals with mortgage in the total volume of registered deals concluded 32% by the results of H1 2012. Besides,
according to the market participants’ data, due to the preservation of a relative stability of the market, the alternative deals
were actively registered.
Buyers’ maximum activity was observed in the spring period.
Source: Russian State Register Administration data, Moscow

The demand declined in May-June due to the factor of seasonality, as well as due to the existing uncertain situation in the
financial markets and volatile dollar rate and, as a consequence,
due to the appearance of new curl of “expectation of the crisis”.
This very occurrence will find reflection in the decline of a number of registered deals in July-August of the current year.

Volume of indebtedness by loans provided to individuals,
Moscow

Therefore, by the end of the quarter a pause appeared in the
market. Nevertheless, already in the short-term it may give way
to the growth of buyers’ activity and, incredible as it may seem,
again due to the current ambiguity: the growth of investments
into residential space is possible due to the absence of other
alternative of money keeping for the majority of buyers.

Source: Bank of Russia data
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Moscow. Prices
Average prices in the residential market by districts of Moscow,$ per sq.m., June 2012

Average supply price in the primary market by the results of
Q2 2012 amounted to 189, 772 rub. per sq.m. (exclusive of elite
segment, apartments and townhouses), the dollar equivalent is
$5, 840 per sq.m. The decline in price versus Q1 posted 1.6% in
rubles, small growth at the level of 2.6% has been observed
since the beginning of the year.
The decline of the average price is conditioned by the
change of the supply structure in the primary market due to the
delivery of large supply volume in the economy and comfort
classes.
The dynamics of the average price in dollars (-11% versus
the first quarter and +2% versus the beginning of the year) is
conditioned by tangible weakening of the ruble rate against dollar.
The average price in the primary market in the ruble counterpart is still lower than the pre-crisis level by 3.6%, however the
prices in the business class primary segment reach the precrisis level. Therefore, it took the business class primary market
a little bit more than 3 years to recover to the pre-crisis level.
The average price of supply in the primary market depending on
class by the results of Q2 2012 established at the following level:
• Economy class - 101 270 rub. per sq.m. ($3 120 per
sq.m.);
• Comfort class - 130 500 rub. per sq.m. ($4 020 per sq.m.);
• Business class - 220 000 rub. per sq.m. ($6 770 per
sq.m.).

Source: Blackwood Company data

Prices dynamics, Moscow

By the results of Q2 the growth at the level of 5% was noted
in the business class segment. The growth in the comfort class
versus Q1 posted 4%. Considerable decrease of the average
supply price (-30%) took place in the economy class due to the
delivery to the market of large supply volume at low prices within
the framework of “Nekrasovka-park” RC located within the territory of Lubertsi aeration fields, which were attached to Moscow**
in 2011. The average price of supply in this RC amounted to 78,
100 rub. per sq.m. as of the end of Q2. Currently, it is the cheapest offer in the primary market of Moscow. Other rather cheap
offers can be found in “Zeleny bor” in Zelenograd, where the
prices for a sq.m. are within the range of 95, 000—107, 000 rub.
Offers at the price of up to 100, 000 rub. per sq.m. are also presented in Novo-Peredelkino district located beyond MKAD and
in mcr.Tsaritsino, which is under construction in the south of
Moscow in Birulevo Vostochnoe.

Source: Blackwood Company data

In H1 2012 the growth of the average price at the level of 0.5-2%
per month was observed in the secondary residential market of
Moscow. The average ruble price gained 7% for 6 months and
settled at the level of 200 thous. rub. per sq.m. The dollar price
was 10% up for Q1 2012, however

it declined in Q2 under the influence of currency rate. Sellers’ singular attempts to make money out of dollar rate growth took place
in the secondary market, however this occurrence was not of
mass character. By the results of H1 the dollar price gained only
4% and reached $6, 150 per sq.m.

* detailed analysis of the business class primary market is presented in the research of Blackwood company “Analysis of the
business class primary market of Moscow. March 2012”
** exclusive of this property the decline of the average supply price was not so considerable and constituted 10%
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Moscow. Trends and forecast
due to the leave of the cheapest offers and due to the completion
of construction stages .

The main trends of Q2 2012 include the growth of the supply
volume, active delivery of new properties to the market, at the
same time there outlined the trend of the supply delivery beyond
MKAD in the economy and comfort class segments, as well as
moderate growth of prices in some segments.

It is expected that the demand, including the investment one,
will become more active by the end of summer-beginning of autumn.

Currently, the residential market of Moscow is characterized
by the decline of activity due to the traditional slack period and
due to the anticipation of the further development of the situation. Nevertheless, there are no signs of newly beginning crisis
in the market: neither decline of prices for oil, nor fluctuations of
the dollar rate have critical impact on the situation. The prices for
real estate “respond” only to the stable trends—short-term fluctuations may instill some nervousness among the market players, but do not cause changes of prices/volumes of operations.
Hardly any shocks will take place in the short-term (Q3 2012),
however, ambiguous situation will be preserved. Thereupon the
prices will stay stable, the growth is possible in some projects

In case the crisis scenario will take place, the stagnation is
expected. It is possible that there will be discounts/promotional
actions, however, no tangible decline of prices due to developers’
firmer position (absence of such a sharp, as on the eve of the crisis of 2008, dependence from the credit resources), as well as due
to the narrowing of the number of new projects (both due to the
conducted in Moscow policy and due to the beginning of the crisis)
is expected. Developers’ “strength reserve” will most likely be sufficient for a year. Further on everything will depend on the depth
and duration of the crisis.
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Complexes with apartments implemented in the primary market of Moscow and announced in H1 2012

Moscow. Sale. Apartments*
During H1 2012 the primary apartment market increased by
nine new properties. The business class apartment segment
market increased by such complexes as RC “Park Mira” (102,
Mira pr., bld.2), RC “Loft Factory” (26, Novoryazanskaya str.),
RC “Soho” (2, Spartakovsky per., bld.1), “Bernikov” (11, Nikoloyamskaya str.), “Tivoli” (6, Strominsky per.). The following
properties entered the elite class apartment market: RC Kadashevskie Palati (7/9, 3rd Kadashevsky per.) and “Karetny
Plaza” (24/12, Karetny B. per., bld.2), “U Patriarshih” (11,
M.Kozikhinsky per.), “Dom Gelrikha” (14, Prechistensky per.).
The summary supply volume in the primary apartment market reached 142.6 thous. sq.m. in 25 complexes by the end of
June 2012. For H1 2012 the supply volume gained 27.9%. The
share of apartments in the total supply volume in the primary
residential market of Moscow remained at the previous level at
the end of H1 2012 and constituted 13%.
The leaders by the supply volume in the apartment market
are CAD and NAD. The largest part of supply in CAD is formed
by apartments in the towers of MIBC Moscow-City, and in
NAD—by apartments in a large RC “Flotilia”.
In Q1 it was reported about the fact that apartments may
appear in the structure of the development project of the territory
of Krasnogorsk sugar-refinery plant. Besides, the implementation term of the first stage of investment project on the reconstruction of a quarter on the Kremlevskaya embankment, where
earlier an apartment complex and a Moscow center of small
entrepreneurship and crafts were planned for erection, was prolonged. The delivery of 2 business class complexes is expected
in the short term—”Shtabkvartira na Mosfilmovskoy” and 12,
Berzarina str., as well as the first complex with comfort class
apartments—”Borisovsky dom” (63, Kashirskoe sh., bld.3).

Source: Blackwood Company data

Supply structure in the primary apartment market by districts
of Moscow, June 2012, %

The average ruble price in the primary apartment market
gained 12.7% and constituted 329, 080 rub. per sq.m., in dollars
it grew by 1.9% and reached $10, 130 per sq.m. by the results of
Q2 2012. The ruble price increased by 12.6% and the dollar
price gained 9.5% for H1 .

Source: Blackwood Company data

Dynamics of average prices in the primary apartment market
and supply structure by classes

Moscow. Apartments. Trends and forecast
In H1 2012 the apartment market was actively increasing by
new properties. Both the prices growth for some properties under construction and the change of the currency rate influenced
the dynamics of the average price. We expect that the apartment market will continue to increase by new properties. The
trend of the prices growth for complexes under construction will
be preserved.

Source: Blackwood Company data

- detailed analysis of the apartment market is presented in Blackwood company research “Apartments—a new format in the residential market”
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Moscow. Sale. Supply
Elite new buildings implemented in the primary market in H1
2012

By the end of H1 2012 the supply volume in the elite primary
market* of Moscow constituted 1, 030 apartments in 41 complexes (about 190 thous. sq.m.).
In H1 2012 the elite primary market was actively increasing
by new properties, as the result the supply volume in this segment increased by one third. The main growth was observed in
Q2.
“Literator” RC (23/7, L’va Tolstogo str.—the territory of SUE
“Experimental plant of beverages in Khamovniki”), as well as
apartments in the White Tower of “Barkli Park” RC (6, Sovetskoy
Armii str.) and in the houses in 16, Butikovsky per. and 13,
Tsvetnoy boulevard entered the market in Q1. By the results of
Q1 the supply volume in sq.m. in the elite primary market grew
by 4%.
In Q2 the supply volume gained 26.4%. During this period
the sales were opened in “Barkli House” RC (8, M.Pirogovskaya
str.) and in the houses in 24, Smolensky boul. and 8, Lavrov per.
In the secondary market the supply volume stayed at the
level of the beginning of the year and amounted to 1, 100 apartments at the end of June 2012 (228.8 thous. sq.m.).
The average supply area in the primary and secondary market in June 2012 constituted 200.9 sq.m.

Source: Blackwood Company data

Supply structure of elite new buildings by districts of CAD,
June 2012, %

As far as the announced projects are concerned, it was reported in H1 2012 about Hals-Development company’s plans on
the construction of an elite residential complex within the territory of champagne factory “Kornet” in Sadovnicheskaya street,
as well as about Altimus Development company’s plans on the
reconstruction of a club house in 12, Ostozhenka street with the
compulsory preservation of valuable elements of the building. It
is supposed that the house will be meant for 8 apartments,
measuring from 80 to 120 sq.m.

Supply structure by area of apartments in the primary and secondary elite residential market, June 2012, %

Source: Blackwood Company data
* - exclusive of apartments covered in the section “Apartments”

Source: Blackwood Company data

Supply structure in the secondary elite residential market by

Source: Blackwood Company data
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Moscow. Sale. Demand
Demand dynamics* in the high-budget residential market, %

Elite residential space buyers’ activity in Q2 2012 was preserved at a high level.
A number of incoming to Blackwood company requests for
the purchase of apartments exceeded the index of Q1 by 15%.
Nevertheless, with the beginning of summer, buyers’ activity
reduction was noted due to the beginning of the seasonal period
of holidays.
“Barkli Park” and “Sadovie kvartali” residential complexes
became the sales leaders.
Apartments at the price of $1-2 mln. were of the highest demand in Q2 2012. The most sought after areas were from 100 to
200 sq.m.

*incoming requests to Blackwood company for the purchase of residential space
January of the corresponding year - 100%

Demand structure by area of apartments, Q2 2012

Demand structure by budgets, Q2 2012

Source: incoming requests to Blackwood company

Source: incoming requests to Blackwood company

Moscow. Sale. Prices
The average price in the elite residential primary market settled at the level of $19 050 (619.1 thous. rub.) per sq.m. by the
end of June 2012. Flats in the secondary market were offered at
the price of about $23 940 (778.1 thous. rub.) per sq.m.

Dynamics of average prices in the elite residential market

By the results of Q2 the decline of the average price by 1-2%
was recorded, and the ruble prices displayed the growth of 910%. Such a considerable growth of ruble prices took place due
to the weakening of ruble rate (prices for some properties are
fixed in dollars), and due to the growth of prices for some properties.
By the results of H1 the average dollar prices gained 0,51.5%, ruble prices gained 2.5-3.5%.
The most expensive new buildings in Moscow, June 2012
Address

District

Price,
$ per sq.m.

8/9, 1st Zachatievsky per. RC “Barkli
Virgin House”

CAD/Khamovniki
(Ostozhenka)

Up to 60 000

16, Kooperativnaya str.
RC “Knightsbridge Private Park”

CAD/Khamovniki

Up to 40 000

17, Prechistanskaya emb.
“Barkli Plaza”

CAD/Khamovniki
(Ostozhenka)

Up to 40 000

Source: Blackwood Company data

Source: Blackwood Company data
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Moscow. Sale. Prices
Average prices for elite residential space, June 2012

Nevertheless, current average prices are still lower than the
pre-crisis level by 6% in the primary market and by 10% in the
secondary market.
The average supply budget constituted $3.8 mln. in the elite
primary market, and $5.1 mln. in the secondary market.
The minimal by price supply is presented in the house in
Gilyarovskogo street (apartment measuring 51.7 sq.m. at the
price of $0,64 mln.), the most expensive offer in the market apartment measuring 826.2 sq. m in a new RC “Ostozhenka 11”
at the price of $28.9 mln.

Supply structure of apartments by budgets in the primary
and secondary elite residential markets of Moscow,
June 2012, %

Source: Blackwood Company data

Source: Blackwood Company data

Moscow. Sale. Trends and forecast
The main trends of H1 2012 in the elite residential market of
Moscow include:

As far as the trends concerning quality characteristics of the
elite market properties are concerned, the increase of a number of
projects with the involvement of foreign eminent designers may be
noted here. There are already several such complexes in the market: “Knightsbridge Private Park” - designer Martin Waller, “Barkli
Virgin House” - designer Kelli Hoppen, “Barkli Park” - designer
Philip Stark, 3, Burdenko str.—designer Helen Benamu. The designers in these projects elaborate design of public areas, at the
same time a design-project may be ordered for an apartment as
well. Eminent designers’ fit-out of apartments adds from $1.5 to
$3.5 thous. per sq.m. to the price of a sq.m.

− The growth of the supply volume in the primary market due
to the delivery of new projects;

− Buyers’ continuing high activity in the market and the seasonal decline of demand upon the beginning of a holiday
season;

− Differently directed dynamics of average dollar and ruble
prices due to the considerable change of currency rate in Q2
2012;

We expect that the market may increase by new elite complexes in the short-term, buyers’ activity will most probably stay
low till the end of summer, the average prices will grow in moderate paces (3-5% per quarter).

− Increase of prices for some properties.
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Dynamics of new supply*, % to the base period

Moscow. Rent. Supply
During H1 2012 the fluctuations of the elite rental market
were conditioned by seasonal factors. Thus, in February-March
the supply volumes increased considerably both due to new and
due to newly leased apartments, indicating, therefore, the spring
peak of the rental market, characteristic of the total market on
the whole and of the elite segment in particular.
In Q2 the new supply volumes were growing not so fast,
which is quite normal for the beginning of summer. However, it
should be noted that landlords’ high activity was preserved during the whole period.
The geography of supply of high-quality apartments for rent
by the end of H1 2012 looked as follows: more than a half of all
the apartments was offered in CAD. Beyond the city center,
similar apartments were offered within the most popular and
actively developed regions of West districts (WAD, SWAD and
NWAD).

*- apartments introduced to Blackwood company base;
January of the corresponding year - 100%

Supply structure by districts of CAD, H1 2012

The following districts took the leading positions among the
city center districts: Tverskoy, Arbat and Khamovniki—their summary share amounted to more than 60% in the total supply volume within Central district .
As far as the supply structure of apartments by budget by the
end of H1 2012 was concerned, it did not undergo any tangible
changes in comparison with the last year. Thus, the maximum
volumes were concentrated in the budget of more than $10, 000
per apartment per month—their share amounted to almost 25%,
the minimal volumes—of up to $3, 000 per apartment per
month—less than 10%. The rest volumes were distributed rather
evenly.

Source: Blackwood Company data

Supply structure by budgets, $ per month

Source: Blackwood Company data

Demand dynamics*, % to the base period

Moscow. Rent. Demand
Stably high level of demand in the elite rental market maintained during the whole H1 2012, and no considerable
splashes/declines of tenants’ activity were observed in the market.
Such residential districts as Tverskoy, Arbat and Khamovniki were of the highest demand among potential buyers of elite
residential space in the center of Moscow in H1; beyond the
center the most in-demand districts were west districts located
in the most environmentally pristine areas near foreign schools,
which is in the majority of cases a determining factor of demand
among expatriates.

*- incoming requests to Blackwood company;
January of the corresponding year- 100%
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Moscow. Rent. Demand
The most in-demand budget by the end of H1 2012 was the
budget of up to $3, 000 per apartment per month (25% of all the
requests for rent) - this minimal budget has been stably popular
during many years. At the same time the share of requests is
high in the maximum budget as well—more than $10, 000 per
month (17%). For comparison: in the previous year this share
did not reach 10%. The rest demand volumes were distributed
evenly.

Structure of demand by budgets, $ per month, % of the total
number of requests

The growth of demand in high budgets caused the final
growth of average requested budget. By the end of H1 2012 it
reached the level of $6, 600 per apartment per month, while it
constituted $6, 000 in the analogous period of last year. It is
indicative of the fact that, increasing the requirements to residential space, clients increase a possible level of rental rate.

Source: incoming requests to Blackwood Company

Moscow. Rent. Rates
Dynamics of the average level of rental rate, $ per month

The beginning of 2012 displayed a gradual growth of rental
rate level in the elite residential segment, 2nd quarter, on the
contrary, showed a negative dynamics. This situation was due to
the seasonal factor (the market players’ activity decline and, as
a consequence, the rental rates paces slowdown), and due to
the weakening of a ruble rate.
By the results of H1 2012 the average level of rental rate
amounted to $8, 400 per apartment per month, reaching the
level of the indices of the end of 2011. The decline for Q2
amounted to 2.3%, the growth for the year—1.2%.
The highest average level of rental rate by the end of H1
2012 was noted in the area of Khamovniki—$10, 100 per apartment per month. It was the area of Ostozhenka, where the most
expensive apartment, measuring 599 sq.m., at the price of $84,
860 per month was offered for rent. The lowest average level of
rental rate was recorded in Tagansky district—$5, 800 per apartment per month.

Source: Blackwood Company data

Rental rate by districts of CAD, June 2012, $ per month

The average level of discounts provided by landlords in the
course of negotiations was at the level of traditional 3-5%.

The most expensive apartments for rent in Moscow, June
2012
Address

District

Area, sq.m.

Rental price,
$ per month

Barikovsky per.

CAD/
ХамовникиОстоженка

599

84 860

Sretensky boul.

CAD/KrasnoselskyChistie Prudi

400

50 000

Borisoglebsky per.

CAD/
Arbat

200

30 000

Source: Blackwood Company data

Source: Blackwood Company data
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Moscow region. Rent of cottages
The activity of elite cottages market in H1 2012 was high.
However, the main peak was observed at the beginning of the
year –already in February 3.5 times more offers than in January
were introduced to Blackwood Company base. It is during this
period when the active search of cottages among tenants begins.

Dynamics of cottages supply volumes*

On the whole, the demand was high during the whole period,
including on the part of foreigners— the main tenants of cottages in the segment, returning to the Russian market.
By the results of H1 2012 the average level of rental rate in
the elite countryside rental segment reached the indices of $16,
500 per house per month. The growth for H1 constituted 3%, for
the year—14%.

*- properties introduced to Blackwood Company base;
January of the corresponding year - 100%

The most expensive direction was still Rublevo-Uspenskoe—
the maximum price of supply here reached $150 000 per house
per month.

Range of rental rate by directions,
June 2012

Dynamics of the average level of rental rate for elite cottages,
$ per month

Highway/direction

Rental price, $ per
month

Rublevo-Uspenskoe

5 000-150 000

Novorizhskoe

4 000-40 000

Skolkovskoe

7 000-32 000

Pyatnitskoe

8 000-27 000

Minskoe, Mozhayskoe

5 000-30 000

Kaluzhskoe, Kievskoe

3 000-20 000

Dmitrovskoe

3 000-10 000

Moscow

Up to 24 000

Source: Blackwood Company data
Source: Blackwood Company data

Moscow. Rent. Trends and forecast
The elite rental market is currently represented by a stably
developing segment with established balance of demand and
supply, depending mainly on seasonal fluctuations.

More actively developing countryside segment will most probably display a higher growth—at the level of 7-10%. There is still a
reserve factor in the segment—the market has not recovered to
the pre-crisis indices yet, a new inflow of clients is still possible,
first of all, expatriates. However, the provision of a high-quality
countryside residential space is necessary for the satisfaction of
demand, including in the format of organized rent.

A summer slack with further traditional growth with the beginning of a business autumn season is expected in the market in
the short term. The summary annual growth of rates may be
anticipated at the level of 5-7%.
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Moscow region. Supply

Dynamics of the supply volume in the primary market of the
Moscow region

The trend of the supply volume increase is preserved in the
primary market of the Moscow region—new offers in 193 addresses appeared in Q2 2012 (16% of the total number of new
buildings in supply), and the supply volume constituted 1, 184
houses as of the end of June 2012 (the increase for Q2 2012—
11%), where approx 39, 980 apartments are displayed (the increase for Q2 2012—9%).
The main volume of new supply is presented by the properties of the first belt of distance—67% of appeared in Q2 2012
new buildings are located within 15 km from MKAD. The structure of new supply by classes did not undergo any changes, the
majority of delivered to the market new buildings were comfort
class properties (66%), and economy class properties occupied
34%.

Source: Blackwood Company data

Supply structure of new buildings in the Moscow region by
classes, June 2012

Facing official annexation of the south-west territories to the
structure of the capital, many developers accelerated the beginning of residential projects implementation in “New Moscow”*.
Such large complexes as RC “Maryino Grad”, RC “Nikolin park”,
RC “Moskva A101”, RC “Tatyanin park” with the aggregate area
of more than 1 mln. sq.m. entered the market in Q2 2012. Besides, the offers were presented in new buildings of those projects, the implementation of which had been started earlier. The
supply volume in new lands of the capital by the results of H1
2012 reached 142 houses (the increase for Q2 2012—27%).

Source: Blackwood Company data

Introduced to the market projects, which provide for the creation of their own infrastructure within the complex include: RC
“West Kuntsevo” in Romashkovo settlement of the Odintsovo region, RC “Butovo park 2” near Drozhzhino village, RC “Mortongrad
Putilkovo” in Putilkovo settlement of the Krasnogorsk r-n and RC
“Bereg Skalbi” in Ivanteevka.

More and more projects are implemented with the use of the
complex approach to the development of the territory, providing
for the creation of a comfortable living environment.

Some residential projects delivered to the market in Q2 2012
Name of RC

Address

Developer

Butovo park 2

Drozhzhino village, RC Butovo-Park 2, bld. 1, 5, 5/1, 911, 14

GC Morton

West Kuntsovo

Romashkovo settlement, RC West Kuntsevo, bld. 13,
14, 17, 19, 20

FCC Leader/ООО Admiral

Maryino Grad

Maryino settlement, RC Maryino Grad, bld. 7, 8, 17, 19,
21

ООО MaryinoStroy

Class

Total residential
area, sq.m.

economy

95 800

comfort

25 610

economy

20 560

Moskva А101

Kommunarka settlement, RC Moskva А101, bld. 1, 2

ОАО Avgur Estate

comfort

50 270

Nikolin park

Nikolo-Khovanskoe village, RC Nikolin park, bld. 6-9

SEZAR GROUP /ООО Istochnik

comfort

26 130

Novie Vatutinki

Desna village, RC Novie Vatutinki, bld. 8, 9, 10

ООО Investtrust

economy

49 760

Mortongrad Putilkovo

Putilkovo settlement, RC Mortongrad Putilkovo, bld. 15,
27, 32, 36

GC Morton

economy

45 800

Tatyanin park

Govorovo village, RC Tatyanin park, bld. 19-24

GC MMC/ООО CC Govorovo

comfort

152 280

Vesenniy

Sosnovy bor settlement, mcr. Vesenny, bld. 1, 2

ОАО GC АRS/ООО RC Vesenny

comfort

72 170

Akademik 2

Mitischi, mcr.36, 5245, house 59

Holding JV/ООО Dom-Spetsstroy

comfort

19 460

Bereg Skalbi

Ivanteevka, Khlebozavodskaya str., 10, bld. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6

ООО Company ORGSTROYINVEST/
ООО Negresko

comfort

28 850

ОАО HC GVSU-Center

comfort

36 910

Source: Blackwood Company data

Zhemchuzhina Viktorii

Balashikha, Sh.Entuziastov, 79

* detailed analysis of the primary market of New Moscow is carried out in Blackwood Company research “Analysis of the primary market of “New Moscow”: current situation and development prospects”.
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Moscow region. Demand
Number of registered deals in the Moscow region, thous.un.

According to Rosstat Administration in the Moscow region, a
number of registered transactions with residential real estate
amounted to 225, 932, which was higher than the index of the
analogous period of 2011 by 40%. The share of mortgage deals
corresponds to 29% of the total number. In the first five months
of 2012, 29 990 deals were concluded according to equity participation agreements, therefore the number of such deals increased sixfold YOY.
The growth of buyers’ activity in the primary market of the
Moscow region is driven by a number of factors, such as:
•

Positive dynamics of ruble prices;

•

Wide range of demand stimulation tools;

•

Introduction of new interesting offers.

Source: Rosreestr Administration data, Moscow Region

Moscow region. Prices
Dynamics of average weighted supply prices in new buildings
of the Moscow region

The average level of prices in new buildings of the Moscow
region gained 3% for Q2 2012 and amounted to 71, 400 rub. per
sq.m., therefore, exceeding the pre-crisis index by 4%. At the
same time the average dollar price experienced 8% decline
against the weakening of the national currency against dollar,
and constituted $2, 172 per sq.m.
Comfort class apartments gained most of all for Q2 (4% increase), at the end of June 2012 the average supply price
reached 70, 000 rub. per sq.m. Economy class prices remained
practically at the same level, corresponding to 70, 800 rub. per
sq.m. in June 2012—the correction constituted –0.4% versus Q1
2012. Negative price dynamics was observed in business class
(-2%), and the level of prices constituted 130, 200 rub. per sq.m.

Source: Blackwood Company data

Average weighted supply prices in new buildings of the Moscow region by classes, June 2012

Podolsk (65, 900 rub. per sq.m.), Lubertsi (82, 500 rub. per
sq.m.), Kotelniki (68, 300 rub. per s.qm.), Khimki (88, 300 rub.
per sq.m.), Odintsovo (82, 200 rub. per sq.m.), Zheleznodorozhny (66, 300 rub. per sq.m.) became the Moscow region townsleaders by the growth of prices in Q2 2012, the price level here
gained 5-6% for the quarter. The growth of prices observed in
these cities took place due to the progressive rise in prices for
apartments as the construction is going on and due to popularity
of some residential projects among buyers, among other things
due to the prospect of transport accessibility improvement.
Source: Blackwood Company data
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Average weighted supply prices in new buildings in towns of
the Moscow region, $ per sq.m., June 2012

Moscow region. Trends and forecast
The most expensive offers in the Moscow region at the end
of June 2012—new buildings in Reutov (92, 900 rub. per sq.m.),
Khimki (88, 300 rub. per sq.m.), Mitischi (85, 500 rub. per sq.m.),
as well as due to the forthcoming official change of New Moscow
territories status—in Moskovsky (85, 700 rub. per sq.m.) and
Kommunarka settlement (90, 800 rub. per sq.m.).
In Q2 2012 the development of trends noted in the first
months of the current year were going on. A high level of buyers’
demand is preserved while the construction activity becomes
more intense and the supply volumes are increasing, which influence the price dynamics. The attractiveness of the Moscow
region new buildings, first of all, located within the first belt of
distance, is growing, and by the results of Q2 2012, the average
supply price in new buildings of the region gained 3%.
Upon the preservation of a high level of demand in the conditions of wide choice of offers in the primary market of the Moscow region, the trend of prices growth will be preserved, which
will in a greater degree be characteristic of the beginning of the
business activity after the period of summer holidays. The
growth within 10-12% is expected by the results of the year .

Source: Blackwood Company data
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Organized countryside settlements. Supply
Structure of new settlements delivered to the market, by directions and by distance from MKAD, H1 2012, %

In H1 2012 buoyancy was observed in the countryside real
estate market. Economy class projects prevailed in the structure
of new supply, the share of settlements with land plots without
building contracts remained considerable. Nevertheless, premium class projects entered the market as well, the most interesting among them are: high-budget settlements Fortops in the
Kaluzhskoe highway (by the developer of “Olympic village Novogorsk”, “Khimki Group”), Berestovo Club in the Novorizhskoe
highway (cottages in forest land plots), Park Avenue in the Novorizhskoe highway (townhouses, Villagio Estate); territory complex development project “Zagorodny kvartal” (111 ha, developers are RDI Group and Limitless), “Pestovo Life” project (OPIN
company), “Presidentsky club” complex in the RublevoUspenskoe highway (large-scale project within the territory of
450 ha will be implemented by “Olympic City”) and others. All in
all, approx 33 new settlements entered the market in H1 2012.
The mid-distance belt—15-30 km from MKAD was under the
highest development. A stably growing share of townhouses in
supply in the newly delivered projects is worth mentioning: this
format of supply is presented in nine new settlements.

Source: Blackwood Company data

Dynamics of new settlements delivery to the market,
January 2011—100%

In general, the first half of the year passed in a rather calm
atmosphere in the countryside residential real estate market: on
the one hand, due to a seasonality factor, on the other hand,
due to the shift of a governor. After official annexation of New
Moscow lands, scheduled for July 1, a wave of prices increase
is possible in some locations. The emphasis on the development of transport infrastructure on the part of new authorities will
in the long term have a positive impact on the countryside real
estate market.

Organized countryside settlements. Prices

Source: Blackwood Company data

There were no serious shifts in the price situation in the
countryside residential real estate market in H1 2012. A fluctuated dynamics in some projects is still taking place: an average
price level is gradually growing in the most popular settlements,
the decrease of prices (in majority of cases within special promo
actions and programs) is observed in the less successful projects, including the totally completed ones. In H1 2012 the average supply prices in the countryside residential real estate market turned out to be the following: the price of 1 sq.m. of a cottage (including the price of land) amounted to $4, 980 in elite
settlements, to $3, 330 in the business class settlements, to $1,
580 in the economy class settlements.

Dynamics of prices for countryside residential space, $/sq.m.

Traditional leaders by construction of households in cottage
settlements in the secondary market were the RublevoUspenskoe and Ilyinskoe highways—the average price of supply
here reached $4.69 and $3.1 mln. respectively at the end of H1.
The average budget of supply in all other directions varied from
$1.2 to $1.7 mln.

Source: Blackwood Company data
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Organized countryside settlements. Demand
Clients’ preferences by distance of a property from MKAD, %
of the total number of requests, H1 2012

Buyers’ interest to high-budget countryside real estate in H1
2012 increased: a number of incoming requests to Blackwood
company for the past period exceeded the analogous index of
the previous year by 30%.
The Novorizhskoe and the Rublevo-Uspenskoe directions
(34% and 24% of requests respectively) remain traditionally indemand directions. The strengthening of Novorizhskoe direction
leadership in H1 2012, which is objective reflection of its active
development, is worth mentioning.

Demand structure by area of land plots, % of the total number
of requests, H1 2012

Rating of the main directions by the level of demand for
countryside high-budget residential space, % of the total
number of requests, H1 2012

Demand structure by area of cottages, % of the total number
of requests, H1 2012

Source: Blackwood Company data

If in the analogous period of the previous year the most indemand houses measured 301-400 sq.m., then in H1 2012 the
demand shifted towards the houses of 401-500 sq.m. (33%) on
the land plots measuring 15-20 and 21-30 sotkas. And the purchase budget hardly changed and was concentrated in the segment of up to $1.5 mln. Therefore, despite the shift of demand
towards larger properties, requests with minimal budget prevailed in the total budget of a purchase in H1 2012. This trend
has been preserved for the last three years and takes place
against the preserving downward dynamics of properties price in
some projects/locations.

Clients’ budgets in the high-budget countryside real estate
segment, % of the total number of requests, H1 2012

In the segment of land plots without building contracts the
most in-demand properties in H1 2012 were land plots of 20-30
sotkas located in Novorizhskoe and Rublevo-Uspenskoe directions at the price of up to $1mln.

Source: incoming requests to Blackwood Company in H1 2012

Main trends and forecasts
The main trends of the countryside residential real estate
market in H1 2012:

•

Gradual growth of developers’ activity, development
of new projects, increase of their quality;

•
•

Emphasis on the format of townhouses;

At the same time buyers in all the segments remain very sensitive to the total budget of a purchase (total price of a property), and
their price expectations are still much lower than the pre-crisis
ones. The preservation of the main trends are expected in the second half of 2012: land plots without building contracts and ready
houses, first of all, in residential settlements and in the projects at
the high readiness stages will still be of the highest demand. The
growth of prices is possible at the level of 10-15% in the most liquid projects at the high readiness stage.

Appearance of new projects of complex multiformat
development.
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